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IMPROVING INSTITUTIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY THROUGH FACULTY''DEVELOPMENT:

REACTING TO CONFLICTING PRESSURES IN POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION ,es,
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Three out of every ten people in/the United States are directly-

involved in: education. Ea-u-cation has
4
'become our nation's largest enter-'

.

prise. Even though there is evidence to suggest that enrollments in

'higher education are beginning/io stabilizer according to the Digest of

EffuCational Statistics (19.74/we have 8.5 million students en4iled in -

flegree-credir'programs in higher education. This is the largest enroll-
.

I

<-. , -went at any time in our history. These 8.5 million students attend

c

2,791. cimeges or universities ill the tnited'States: Currently 620,000
.1

..faculty members'teagh in these institutions (p. 136). Thus higher

eduCation has its fair share of out nation's largest enterprise.

,

ok The Creation of Corifkicting Pressures

Since World War II, higher education has expanded at an nprecedented'

\

rate iniir race to.educate our youth and to provide continuing education

opportunities for adults. Now that our enrollment appears to have stabi-

lizea at the same time we are experiencing diminishing finandial resources,

we are beginning to examine who'pays for educati n and what we are getting

for our expenditures. Al private institutions, st deny bear 65'.3 per

cent of the Costs of their education while 34.7.per cent of the, cost comes

from other sources. However, at state supported institutions, students

contribute only 22.1'per cent of the cost of their\educatipn with 77.9per

cent of the cost-coming from other, sources (p. 112).

-3-
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We are now fci.ng the conflicting pressure in pqst-secondary education

of providing-. ualit3k education at the lowest possible cost in an age of

tight financial -sources when faculty are demanding salary increases And

.students and-taxpaY,e s are raising the isSue.Jat consumer rights and

accountability.

The Pressure of Being Equalitarian

In addition, wehave moved toward an equalitarian view of higher

education. Alfrican higher education is no longer considered to be the

privilege of*the few. Thus our image of colleges and universities is

changing. Where formerly we tended to view our institutions simply as

that of being a community of scholars, we are now beginning to recognize

that higher education is big business that empl s scholars to produce

many of its products and services. And as we have begun to convert to

this big business view of education, we' have experienced 'many of the

conflicting pressures that business has experienced.. We have demands for

accountability and reactions to accountability procedures. We have,

faculty members who, following the big business model, have unionized.

Our growing pains are lord,and they are painful. The conflicting pressures

in post-secbndary education have never been greater in the entire history

of humankind.

'The Role f the-"Irestituttional Researcher

One of the ways in which institutional r searchers can playas major

role in assisting their institutions to reac more effectively to con-

flicting pressures is by' creating reliable data bases reilding the myths

and the realities of conflicting pressuies within their instit ions.

-4-
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The Publish Or rish Pressure

One e major professional pressures identified by faculty members

is the polarized approach to teaching verses'research that results in the
f

publish-or -perlsh-dilemma. -However, an examination -of -the actual research _

that has.been done of the research and publication records of faculty

members in higher education shows t171aiIli-lialish or. perish controversy

is largely a myth.' The fact is that most faculty members in higher educa-

tion engage in little or no research or publishing. This has been noted
- A

by Cartter (1966) and Mayhew (1971). In fact MAyhew charges that the'

faculty "steep 'themselves in the stale intellectual brew first mixed when

they themselves were in college" .(p.. 496).

One of the,best reviews of the research-based ature on. the

publish or perish controversy has been- done by Lewis (1975). Lewis'

review of research also confirms the fact that the majority otbfaculty

members in higher educatiOn engage in Ittle or no research or publishing:

. ..
,,

Blackburn (1975) has found evidence to show that time in rank seems to be

the only important factor' in determinirig promotion.
4!

analyzing the publish or perish myth it is interesting to note

that practically,noone has made an attempt to find out what conditionp

are necessary.to contribute to the development of a publishing scholar.

Simerly (1973) found that faculty felt that inadequate available time

hindered their overall growth and' development. This perception of irked-
.

equate available time may be a major psychological block to faculty growth

and development when you consider that Blackburn's (1974, p. 77) review

of the research on faculty workloads shows that most faculty members work

-5- O
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between 55-60 hdurs per week.

. When facurtylmembers do engage in research and publishing, Blau

(1973, p:-111) found that a faculty member'SOwn.graduate training- did

/4-------
,

-i-lAtle to promote this research-publishing orientation. Rather he found
^---,.....A

.

that the pize of an institution affects a faculty member's research out-
.

put but that even size has only an.inAtect influence. Large

,tions tend to produce more faculty members who actuary engage in research,
, '

and publishing. However, he found that large sige_must alsd be combined

with affluence and that thig-in-.turn allows' institutions to 'develop ,'

,

personnel policies tha-- t allow forthe recruitment,of research-producing

,:- .. .

facult. Thus the climate of having superior research producing colleagues
1.

1.

. ,

seems to be the major determining factor in facilitating the production

.of publishing scholars among the entire faculty (p. 239).

Yet the publish-perish myth persists bedanse of the incongruence

between the real ireward structure of institutions and the perceived

feward structures. ,As the Gaff-Wilson (1971 and 1975) studies found,

most faculty members percei, that research and publishing rather than

teaching constitutes the major reward systems even in highly diverse .

Institutions. , .

P
It is interesting CO note that this incongrnency in perceptions____.

__-
, .

between real and perceived reward Systems also carries over into other

aspects of,faculty'members' perceptions of their world. The BlaCkburn

(1975) study involving administrator, colleague, student, and self-

ratings shows that'professors also have erroneous perceptions of how

others perceive and access them. Faculty memberg consistently give them-

selves higher ratings on overall teaching effectiveness than'do students

6



'or peers.

The Faculty Work World

Anothqr way in which institutional researchers can better help their

institutions more effectiVely, deal with conflicting pressures is to find--

bet-ter ways to conceptualize and repdrt on the work that faculty members

do.

The traditional way to deal with faculty work -is o talk about it _

in terms of teaching, research, and service. The traditional expectations

associated with this taxonomy are.that faculty members should excel
.

all of these three areas. However, this taxonomy and its resulant ex-

pectations developed at a time when change was not so rapid,and faculty
. , -

I / .

members did'not have'so many conflicting demands placed ontheir time.

4 In an effort to more accurately study and classifywhai faculty
q. r

memberslactuallsedo and what portion of heir time is devoted to various '

-

components of, their work, Stecklein (1974, v. 11) reports that the

National Genter for Higher Education Managpment Systems (NCHEMS) in con-

nection with the Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education (WICHE) \

develop ea the following classification for faculty. work:

1. Teaching

2. Research, scholarship, and creative work

3. Internal service

4. Public se

This taxonomy represents an imprdVement over the previous traditional

one in that it expands the research dimension to consider creative work

by faculty members who can best demonstrate their contributions &the .

-7-



intellectual community in,t

nizes'the difference
%
betwe

is manner: In a dition, this taxonLy recog-
.

n internal institutional service thAt may

: e '
. .

,--

-*. benefit the institution rectly and tie more broad area of public service.

''''
4 ,...'

e insti ' iph:in'indireCt_ways.___This_taxonomy is
.<.--- ,

31.ig,.._/Scutty work inquantativeways such as per
,_______!_---.--

'---------

that may onlyben

used most ()den to des

,cent of time spent i

ewever," becau

is also necessary to

each described-area of activity.

eof increased public demands for accountability,

develop ways to dvaluate quality of a faculty

member's cOntrib tion.' For this an even more Comprehensive taxonomy

such as the on- suggested by Miller'(1974, p. 16)

.categories of faculty activitY are:

1: Cla srdom teaching

,2. ising

3. acuity service and relatiOns

4. Management (adininistr

1

n)

Performing and -v OS1 arts

Professional

Publications

. Public service
r

Research

ervices

This taxonomy lends itself well to the fol

1. Faculty self;-reports of workloadb'

Quantative and qualitative evaluations

each of the categories.

3. Individual, departmental,

40.

.4
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is appropriate. His
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/

wing insti-tutidnalldsesi

of faculty performande in

college alid institutional manage
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by objeCtiVes,SY4tems

. 4. Long -range Planning activities.

u

The Faculty Development Movement,
_ - -

As institutions begin/to consider long-range planninil--ihey try. -t6

find better ways, to:pan fOr the- more effective use ofphysical, finanial,

and human resource

,

For years, we have givenr-*ttenkionto planning for

the utilization of physical and financial resources; however, it is only
' -

-?* , __---- ., c
. ,

rerrently that higher-e-ncatidn s turned its attention to finding more

/ effective- ways to plan

/4
/ faculty. Such

the utilization of its human resource of the

nning has become known as "faculty development"and

,with±li the last four years between 400 and.50 faculty'development pro-

,,grams have deyelopeld in the United States. However, an'analysig of these

progra724:6ws that there is no cleargreement about what fatulty

development prpgrams should be doing. ,

Oneof the problems, n discussing faculty development As that we are

just now beginning to be able to conceptualize faculty developmtnt in.

.,

.
.

, .

--meaningful-ways-that consider the complex iinteractionOf perspn, profes7

"44 _ - ,

.

sioniorganization, and c_n_Ufie--Ebel 41971, 973)_w s pne ofthe first

to note that'we have made.few\attempts to con alize adequately the
_---

, ,

.%
.,

.

development process ,of facultYc, Ap a res lt, institutions tend' to consider-

:
faculty'developme t in elementary

are only b

e related to things that

o the ,opera a of the institution. ,Recently the Most

comprehens e and successful aliempts,to,conceiAualize cui -development-
, -

.

.., ,....,, i`. -% _I------- .

have b done by Gaff (1975) and Bergqu±tt nd4h1114-,,1-5).\\,7,
,

---.----__>_--------

date many activities and ave been c3_-Lit.c1--aa---artens

r.



at faculty development. The following taxonomy provides a useful

categorize theSe major approaches to faculty development.
40b

-----

Faculty Development as Individual reedom--the Lassez-Faire Approach

wdy to

"My approach to.help .faculty members deitelop," remarked one dean

recently, "is to hire

them alone. They know what

review then iparates th

zing people, turn them loose, and leave

y're supposed to do. The enure-promotion

.

ones from the bad." =This is the lassez-

faire, hands-off managemefit approach,typical of peopIe'who see faculty

members -as simply._ a part of a community of scholars.i.----

The'assumptIOn behind this approach is that somehow is community --

,/
of scholars_will actively work to define goals are eptable to an

institution and the Multiple publics that serves. Howeyer, as Gr9as

and G e most comprehensive studies thatambsob 1974) show ,in one o

i

:

the top goals olf the faculty gen-

(..

t / i
1

,.-

erally are concerned primarily/with preserving tha'status'quo. Faculty
= -,

,
,

,:m!mbersda_nat-t*ke into acco nt the wide variety of 'concerns-being

voiced by the multiple publ 5-' that institutions must serve in an age

, A .._ . --`-LI__ : ,,-'
increased emphasis on accountattility and consumerism. The

-47<-:--:-------.'
,

has been don on institutional goalg,

4

tutional goals as perceived by the faculty in the Gro

-are .to:

,

V.g

1. -Protect academic freedom.

-

2. Ensure confidence-of"contribut

3. Maifitain top qu'ality in impo tant pra
,

* '

4. Indrease or maintain prestige.

5. Train. students for scholarShip/research.
/,

c, -10--

/

*
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The authors interpret these ranked/goals to mean that "the major

universities of_the_United States emphasize support goals,aver output' 's

goals, especially the protection of academic freedom and other gdal
//

.related tohe pursuit of personal faculty careers" (po 51),./ Major con-
.

cern for students, especially Undergrad.uates, comps near he bottom-of

the" lisp, of 47 &els (p. '197).

.//

Faculty Development as Introduction and.intiiation

Hallenbeck (1964), Hibbard (1966), and England

'
development that are concerned with orientation_Acivi-

,

4 efforts at-faeu

7

(1967) have dO'cumented

ties involved in bringing, odeone new into the -Faculty

development as intr ction and initiation operates at th formal level
.

_--
-of offici. rientation sessions and at the informal level. described by

ase (1971,) in which faculty members new to an organization sniff out the

procedures, practices, and (accepted norms that guide behavior.

Gustad (1959):

have studied

ip which the

-This method of

such things as

'

associate, and

evelozmen

Eble (1971), and Schein (101) are afro

f,AuitT deVelopmeint from_the-Niel
-c . . '

seen
,

-'>
_-----------

-----7"2:-------2
faculty member is seen as proceeding along a career path.

considering faculty development is typicall ermid-i:Tith

es----L---'tenure-promotion procedur , boundaries among assistant,
-4

g thosrwho-

octal psychology-'

`4

full professors and rites of passage

0 Faculty Development as Curriculum Reep.n,=--'-'-

fact that most faculty -MeMbers know little about the teaching-
.

learning process and about educational technology strategies designed to

through these boundaries.

-11r-
4 --
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facilitate/he teaching-learning process has been noted by Powell (

_eil
.. C

Milton (1973), and Bergquistand-7'hillips (1975). Asking faculty/members

/

-- -to-locus_onres-ruttiii7ring tgrriculUm,is an organizational method designed
. ,

.-.-_-------- .
.----

to facilitate-change -insystem.__The_implicationtat 111 order to

member'

_;__----7_,-----
,
/7

-

change the curriculum that facn.-5rfiemSelves lust examine and

change thin smith ar .tha they e-doint'.
..

.-

---

-:-,::.- ---TyPiCal Qf this approach isthat--utilized,y,the.Center nSttuC-: t't

r

--- -- /t-tional 2evelopment staffed by Bob Diamond and his associates .Syracuse

/..- ,''

, University (1975).. -This offite works closely with atailemi5 departments

in helping them to design effectiveteOnlologles for improving-the

-7.. _------ /7

instructional proces. 'Increasingly/there is good_evidence to sugget
< .

*that this is one -of the best entry points for faculty development activities
, .4

e

.because it is, possible to deal coAcreteiY with things, in which faculty-
, /

-,

members have expertise --subject matfett. Dealing with the subject matter

in which faculty-members already have expertise.provides a psychological

support system that b/gins with confirmation of expertise rather than with

.

negative implications that faculty members-theiselves need to Change.

---
.

.,Such things as attitudes and values of faculty members, organizational
s.
-

reward systems, interperSonal skills, and or ginitational conflict manage-
,-;,,,$. . \,.

4 .

- '4.i.,,F. ,

-

went: may or may ,be 'dealt with when utii:iziing this. approach.
,
., /

. .

.

liaculty Deelopment.as Concept andConstrUet

This is an attempt to conceptualize faculty development in telation

'to Argyris' (1964) concept about the need to integrate the individual and

,

:the organization so that the goals and objectives of both the individual

eL
-12-
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and the organization can be met. This move toward a concept and construct
0 --

_____-

of
,ac developmentAs a sophisticated move to incorporate all f the
.___-- ,-.

previous-approaches' to faculty development in a generalizing and synthe-

sizing way."
41-

Thus concept, to follow Kerlinger's definition (1973 p. 28), becomes

an expression of,an abstraction that is ormed by generalizing from

particnlaA. As Owens (1970, p.-42) n tes, the ideas in a concept don't

necessarily have to prove themselves.! Rather they are simply what

Griffiths describes as terms to whIth we attach a particular meaning

. (1959, p. 38). Thus a concept of facul development evolves from gen-

eralizing and synthesizing previously sed ways in which we have considered '

faculty development.

A step beyond a concept is a co ftruct:_Amstruct is al-M-5 a con-
.

,cept; however, it has an additional meaning that is consciously and

7..

deliberately attached to the word-for a particular scientific purpose.

A,major test of a,conAtilipct according to Kerlinger (p. 29) is that it enters

relates to'theoretical schemes. Thus a construct of faculty

, 'n tie behav ..ral sciences p.egarding.such things as human motivation,

A

org nizational the r systems the , and adult life stages.
. ' - .

-....

.0"
,

z... -

Within this con pt and constrieict.,of fac -ty development, the
.off1

i

in ividual'facul ember can b considered in relation to allowing
)

. ,.
, r

three major dimensions:::

, 1. Personal .
,

deve went kes into account and relates to a wide variety of theories

'Professional

3. Organizational

.a

13



None of these is mutu 11-9-exclu ve. Each is equally important and

attention is deliberately' iven to 11 of the dimensions simultaneously.

In a5Idition, both structura and r_ocess components o? faculty development

/

ark considered in these_thf d mensions,-'tomponnt parts of these

/
tructural and process consi gtations are listed in the foil wing chare!---i

Alt

, 1

14-
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COMPONENTS OF A'ICONSTRUCT OF FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

Conceptual Components

`Dimensions of - .

Faculty Development
.

\\\

,

Structural
.

.
,

-Process
. .

.

)

.
.

Personal
, .

.

4 Adult Life Stages,
-

_ '

a

I

I

1

4Human otivation
/Indivdd al growth_

Change
,

aptability

At tudes

.

Profesgional
4'

.

Career,Path

. .

.
.

.

/

,

,

Tenure- Promotion
Socialization to role

Local-cosmopolitan
tglard orientations

Mobility within . 1

profession ,

\
L

.

Organizational

.
.

.........-....

.....

, 4

`.

College and Unlversity
Environment

.

\

Organizational mobility,
Adaptive techniques
Real and perceived reward
,systems

Organizational conflict
management

Curriculum reform

O

-15-
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It isat the level of develo jtig_concepts-and-constructsathat the.

institutional researcher,c n assume a major role im faculty development

efforts. At this level, the institutional researcher is the logical

person to be called on to create a reliable data 'base for decision making

regarding the most effective use of the human resource of the faculty.

Thus through creation of this reliable data base abodt the personal
,

fessional, and organiz,tiogal-dimensions of faculty, members, the insti-
I

tutional researcher can make a major impact. With accurate data about 1'

the component parts of both structural and process dimensions that leads

to the formulation of a concept and construct of

the institutional researcher dan exercise power

elites who turn to the institutional researcher

maki . Romaine (1971) describes this approach

faculty development,

on the organizational

fOr guidance in decision

to'inStitutional reseacch.

as that of being at the "nerve center" of the institution.

Faculty Development as Organizational Metagoal

Thisis, even a step beyond faculty development as concept and con-

struct. This approach moves to the overriding organizational commitment

-.7-to a metagoal, or generalized overriding goal, that is institutionalized

to the point of being abstracted to a process. Thus an organizational

metagoal suggested by Bennis (1967) might be to develop a,system for
A

constantly detecting new goals, Lippitt (1969) describes this process as

'organizational renewal. Hefferlin '(.1969) builds on this and states that

a main goalfor institutions of higher education-should be to develop the

capacity tQ provide for continuous adaptability.

Faculty development as organizational metagoal can be thought of as



t

\r, o

"treating a reliable organizational da a base for the purpose of giving
( .

conscious attention to planning, studying, and improving thoie structures

and-,processes used by .faculty to attain their goals as well as the goals

of the organization.

'Faculty development as organizational metagoal, then, represents a

conscious organizational commitment to the complex piCcess of deliberately 4

planning for the most effective use of the human.resource of the faculty.

Summary of-Institutional Researcher's Role

This, then, is the ch&llenge to the institutional, researcher--to

create reliable data bases about the institution's faculty members and

thus to influence the power erites,cJithin the institution to5 develop a

construct of faculty development as a metagoal for the institution. This

is action-oriented institutional research that makes a cliff-a-ranee.

17
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